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Board of Directors 2018-2020 President’s Message
Dear fellow members and friends,

When our E.D. Hans van den Born, and intern Tim de 
Leeuw, responsible for communication, asked me to 
prepare my President’s message for this edition on the 
topic of the service sector and the role of SMEs in it, 
my thoughts were that most certainly many fellow NTCC 
members would be keen to start reading it, since the 
vast majority of our Chamber consists of SMEs! 

Much like other countries, Thailand sees the importance of 
the SME sector and its influence on the GDP of the country. 
This is why SMEs are often referred to as the lifeblood of the 
economy. They are vital to the country’s development by 
delivering creativity, innovation and diligence.

This is why it is remarkable that people usually under-
estimate the percentage of the workforce employed by 
SMEs. In Thailand this metric hovers around the 85%, 
which is a significant share. Statistics say that there are 
over 3 million SME companies in Thailand!

Being an SME is not known to be easy. Matters like 
watching cash flow continuously & tightly controlling 
ongoing costs are inevitable, due to the difficulty in 
acquiring a commercial loan. Each month or even day 
can be a struggle for survival, being able to pay the bills 
and ensuring payment by customers if in manufacturing, 
trading or the service sector.

In 2000, Thailand enacted the SME Act, and only one year 
later, the OSMEP was founded. This is a Government 
supported organization specifically established for the 
promotion of Small and Medium sized enterprise. Their 
yearly budget to provide support to the Thai SMEs reaches 
an astonishing 1.5 billion baht. However, this is still not 
enough to support all 3 million+ companies nationwide.

It will be interesting to see how the Thai SMEs hold up 
against their peers in the ASEAN Region. Despite Thais’ 
well known love for spending time on their mobile
phones, the Information Technology that SMEs use is 
still quite primitive and well behind Singapore and Malaysia. 
Hopefully Thailand 4.0 will improve the situation.

There remain to be good opportunities for Dutch entrepre-
neurs who are open to face the Thai business environment 
and bring innovative products and services to the market. 

Happy reading and doing business in Thailand!

With best regards,

Stefan van der Sluys
NTCC President

Mr. Stefan van der Sluys
Best Global Logistics Thailand Ltd. 
President

Mr. Rob Hurenkamp
Mazars (Thailand) Limited
Vice-President

Mr. Ernst-Otto Smit
Green Wood Travel Co., Ltd.
Honorary Secretary 

Mr. Marco Belonje
Virtue Technology Co., Ltd.
Director

Mr. Attapol Lohkittivanich
Cryotech Asia Co., Ltd.
Director

Mr. Manuel Madani
VNU Exhibitions Asia Pacific Co., Ltd.
Director

Mr. Vipas Paovarojkit
FrieslandCampina (Thailand) PCL
Director

Mr. Viroj Vithayaveroj 
Philips (Thailand) Ltd. 
Director

Don’t wanna miss out on any NTCC networking opportunity? 

Add us on Line!
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          veryone that has at least read one paper in the past several months, has read something about   
          either a national, regional or global economic development that was deemed ‘bad’ for the Thai 
economy. In this article, the impact of these current developments on the SMEs operating in the service sector will 
be explored. Whether they will become (or already are) the victims of these events, or if it might actually be 
beneficial for these enterprises. According to the World Bank Economic Monitor of Thailand in 2016, the 
service sector of the country has considerable potential if they achieve deeper trade integration; ASEAN 
Economic Community and free trade agreements, greater competition and a supportive environment in 
terms of rules and regulations. 
 By Tim de Leeuw – Marketing & Communications intern, Netherlands - Thai Chamber of Commerce (NTCC)

On National Scale
It is no secret that the Thai Baht has been strengthening, 
with a six-year high being achieved in recent months. On a 
year-on-year basis, the currency increased with 8% against 
the U.S. Dollar last year. The Bank of Thailand has tried its 
best to slow down the growth, by cutting their policy rate 
and other measures, but as of yet, to little avail.

This strong Thai Baht combined with the decline in economic 
growth since last year and the forecast of it slowing down even 
further, will likely impact most of the Thai economy, especially 
exports and tourism. So, for the SMEs in the tourism industry 
(not focussed on the extremely wealthy) this is a bad omen. 

Other SMEs operating in the service sector might not be 
affected by the strong Baht as directly as the ones in tourism. 
Nevertheless, the strong Baht affects the broader economic 
performance of the country and thus indirectly other SMEs in 
the service sector. Although it is far from a disaster, it is still 
not a good sign.

On National Scale
Vietnam and Singapore have both reached a free-trade 
agreement with the European Union, whilst Thailand’s talks 
have been sitting on ice for the past four years. 

Though at the ASEAN-EU Business Summit, EU-Ambassador 
to Thailand, Pirkka Tapiola, expressed his hopefulness in 
resuming the talks very soon. A few days later, he made 
another statement on the matter, this time in the news, 
officially confirming the EU’s interest in resurrecting the talks.

Other FTA agreements (that include Thailand) that have 
started negotiations or have been officially acknowledged 
are: the RCEP (Regional Comprehensive Economic 
Partnership), CPTPP (Comprehensive and Progressive 
Agreement on Trans-Pacific Partnership) and the EEU 
FTA (Eurasian Economic Union).

Free trade agreements facilitate better flows of capital,
professional expertise, skilled labour and technology. 
These are all beneficial for the SMEs operating in the service 
sector. Therefore, more FTA’s equal a more accessible 
market for SMEs.

On Global Scale
The Sino-American trade war has lasted for well over a year 
now. During this year, both countries have continually been 
imposing new tariffs and increasing already existing ones. 
This has resulted in many companies looking to leave China, 
to avoid losing large margins to the ever-increasing tariffs.

The tensions between Hong Kong and China have had the 
same results as the trade-war of giants, though on a smaller 
scale. Nevertheless, this is still a great opportunity for 
Thailand to lure the Hong Kong businesses to their country. 

Thailand is actively trying to entice these companies to 
settle in the Land of Smiles with the recent approval of the 
‘relocation support package’. This package is made up of 
seven different incentives ranging from tax deductions to 
facilitation of work-permits and visa’s for investors. 

Incentive number six is also very interesting, as it promises 
to revive FTA trade talks with the EU and to join the CPTPP 
(free-trade agreement between Canada and ten countries 
in the Asia-Pacific area). This point being included in the 
relocation package is another indicator of the possibility 
of free-trade agreements in the near future. Enticing more 
foreign businesses to set up shop in Thailand will increase 
competition. This is true for the service sector as well and, 
according to the World Bank, will be necessary for the 
sector to reach its full potential.

Later in this magazine, several business owners and 
professionals employed in the service sector will share 
their opinions and insights on how these developments are 
affecting their organisations and markets.

E
How Thai market volatility affects service sector SMEs
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Embassy News

About one third of GDP is earned abroad. However, only around 12% of companies are internationally active. The 
majority of Dutch SMEs focus on Europe which has a growth rate of around 2%, while growth in other regions is higher 
e.g. 5% in ASEAN. 

As globalisation increases so does the attention paid to the internationalisation of Dutch SMEs. The appearance of 
new players on the world markets means on the one hand that Dutch SMEs are being confronted with greater foreign 
competition on their domestic market. On the other hand, the same circumstances also create more opportunities 
for SMEs on foreign markets. 

The Dutch government is thus looking into how to support SMEs to go abroad. A number of instruments have been 
drawn. These include providing information about doing international business (UVB www.rvo.nl/landen), supporting 
in benchmark studies or tailor made information (IOM www.rvo.nl/iom), and identifying potential business partners 
(Business Partner Scan or BPS www.rvo.nl/zakenpartnerscan) as well as subsidies and financing (see table). 

The Netherlands Embassy in Bangkok also offers active support to Dutch companies interested in doing business in 
Thailand. Our main services include:

•     Providing information on sectors and rules & 
       regulations;
•     Supporting trade missions and visiting programs 
      to Thailand;
•     Introducing to potential business partners;
•     Arranging meetings with relevant authorities; 
•     Monitoring business opportunities;
•     Trouble shooting and advising on resolving 
       disputes;
•     Advising on avai lable instruments and 
       services;
•     Promoting Dutch business in Thailand. 

In 2018, we provided support to over 650 trade 
requests, the majority of which were from SMEs in the 
sectors Agro & Food, Horticulture, High Tech System 
& Materials, Creative Industries, and Life Science & 
Health. Most popular requests for business support 
were on market  access and troubles shoot ing, 
fo l lowed by sector  informat ion,  and providing 
business contacts. 

........ MEs play an import role in the Dutch non-financial business economy. They generate more  
        than 60% of overall value added and account for 64% of employment in 2017-18. SMEs in 
wholesale and retail contribute more than a quarter of overall SME value added at 27%.
S

“Thank you for all the support during the 
search for a good business partner in Thailand. 
The LSH mission, partly subsidised by the 
RVO with full support from the Embassy, 
provided insightful information and very 

useful meetings with key stakeholders e.g. 
hospita ls,  professional  associat ions, 
specialized medical doctors, and companies 
already active in the country etc. My visit to

Thailand was very worthwhile and thank 
again for all the energy you have put into”.

  Jos de Wolf, former Commercial Director 
of ABS/MyDiagnostick Medical BV, now 

Area Sales Manager of Enraf-Nonius

Business support for Dutch SMEs in Thailand by the Netherlands 
government
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Overview of subsidies & financing instruments applicable to Dutch SMEs for doing business with Thailand

Embassy News

Starters for 
International 
Business (SIB)
www.rvo.nl/starters 
 

Demonstrations, 
Feasibility studies and 
Investment 
Preparation studies 
(DHI)
www.rvo.nl/dhi

Partner for Water 
(PvW)
www.rvo.nl/pvw

Fund for Responsible 
Business (FVO) 
www.rvo.nl/fvo

Fund for Combating 
Child Labor (FBK)
www.rvo.nl/fbk

Partner for 
International 
Business (PIB)
www.rvo.nl/pib

Dutch Trade and 
Investment Fund 
(DTIF)
www.rvo.nl/dtif

To stimulate SMEs 
(starters) to do 
international business

To stimulate 
international trade 
and investments

To promote the Dutch 
water sector at 
international level,
to help solve the
worldwide water
problems

To support 
international
corporate social
responsibility and
make the value
chain(s) sustainable 

To help Dutch 
companies tackle child 
labor in production chain. 

To launch and 
promote clusters in
top sectors 
(addressing trade 
barriers/ knowledge 
gaps, networking)

To facilitate 
international 
investment and export 

SMEs, mainly small 
enterprises with no or 
little experience in 
international business

SMEs with 
minimum 3 FTEs

NGOs,
governments,
companies,
knowledge institutes

Partnership consisting
of two companies,
one civil society org.,
and if possible one
local business in the
target country

Partnership consisting 
of two companies, 
one civil society org.,
and if possible one
local business in the
target country

Group of companies 
and knowledge 
institutes (clusters 
with minimum 5),  
(SME and larger 
companies)

SMEs including 
startups

Vouchers for
1. coaching hours to work out an 
internationalisation plan
2. participate in trade missions
3. knowledge about rules and
regulations

Subsidy: 50% of the costs
- Demonstration project 
(Max. €200,000)
- Feasibility study 
(Max. €100,000)
- Investment Preparation 
study (Max. €100,000)

Package with Activities to stimulate 
cooperation within the water 
sector (networking)
-  Subsidy (2 tenders/year)
-  Knowledge transfer
-  Cooperation with 5 Delta 
countries

Subsidy program for 
- conducting local or regional research 
into the underlying causes of RBC risks 
and misconduct
- implementing RBC in a more effective manner
-  setting up multi-stakeholder project 
that addresses RBC risks and  misconduct 
(70% of total eligible costs, Max. €475,000/project)

Subsidy and knowledge process with 
information, advice and knowledge 
exchange for 
-  carrying out research locally into the root 
causes of child labour within the production chain 
-  taking measures to prevent child labour 
(70% of total eligible costs, 
Max. €475,000/project)

Programs
- Tailor made covenants with 2-3 year 
action plans, public-private cooperation
- Funding for activities:  economic 
diplomacy, trade missions, knowledge 
transfer (G2G, K2K), liaison, Holland
Branding, seminars, conferences,
trade fairs
(Max. €350,000)

DTIF Investment: loans, guarantees, 
direct or indirect shares with a 
repayment obligation
DTIF Exports: export credit 
insurance and funding
(Max. €15 million/Project)

Instrument Purpose For who? What?
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NTCC Community

How are the NTCC community SMEs involved in the Thailand’s 
Service Sector? 

Why are these facts interesting? Well, the NTCC community 
is a small-scale reflection of the overall economic situation 
in Thailand. If one takes a look at the community’s members, 
they will see that the percentages are very similar. This 
might seem very logical to you, but interesting nonetheless.

As mentioned, the NTCC’s percentages are fairly similar. 
With service sector organisations operating in Logistics, 
Education, Healthcare, Hospitality, Food services, Financial 
services and much more. A lot of these organisations are 
SMEs as well, similar to Thailand’s economy. On top of this, 
the largest group of members is the small and medium 
enterprises at around 75%, which again correlates with the 
national economy.

Naturally, the service-based SMEs in the NTCC community 
operate in the national service sector as well. For these 
companies, the future looks bright, as the Thai service 
sector will continue to develop, as it always does in 
developing countries. 

As mentioned before in the magazine, the World Bank 
Economic Monitor of Thailand 2016 stated that the service 
sector of the country has considerable potential. The same 
organisation believes that this can be achieved by deeper 
trade integration; ASEAN Economic Community and free 
trade agreements, greater competition and a supportive 
environment in terms of rules and regulations. 

This report is from 2016, but most free trade agreements 
have not been finished yet, whilst Vietnam and Singapore 
have already closed several. This means that the 
potential is still there. 

Recently, a lot of FTA talks have resumed or at least 
acknowledged by the involved parties. This will hopefully 
result in the country being another step closer to achieving 
this proclaimed potential in the near future. Soon we will 
hear from Mr. Philipp Dupuis, Head of the Economic and 
Trade Section of the European Union’s Delegation in 
Thailand, on the panel discussion about trading in a volatile 
business environment on the 28th of October.

LEARNING & NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES FOR SMEs

The Netherlands – Thai Chamber of Commerce regularly 
hosts or co-hosts learning and networking opportunities 
focused on SMEs and the service sector. This panel 
discussion: Trading in a Volatile Business Environment 
aims to educate SME managers/owners on the impact that 
the current market volatility in Thailand has and will have 
on their organisations. Of course, this discussion will 
be followed by a networking opportunity, perfect for all 
participants to discuss the several ways they have 
encountered and tackled the impact of these developments. 

........ he service sector makes up around 57% of Thailand’s total GDP, with 17 million people 
        employed in the sector, which is as much as all current inhabitants of our beloved motherland. 
However, this magazine does not only focus on this enormous economic sector, it tries to narrow 
the subject down by zooming in on the SMEs operating in the sector. Even though, SMEs account 
for approximately 85% of all employment in the Land of Smiles. 1.3 million of the, in total, 3 
million SMEs in the country, operate in the service sector. All of these figures are extracted from 
the September 2019 issue of the Bank of Thailand’s Key Macroeconomic Analysis.
By Tim de Leeuw – Marketing & Communications intern, Netherlands - Thai Chamber of Commerce (NTCC)

T





one-stop service solution: ATa ServicesThe

........ Ta Services defines itself as ‘a one-stop service solution’, offering serviced Office/Office Rental, PEO
           (contact staff), Recruitment/HR Outsourcing, Paralegal services, Payroll/Accounting, Visa & Work 
Permit, Virtual Offices, Meeting Rooms and Car Rental/Car services. ATa can provide all of this and 
in one convenient invoice. What it boils down to, is that ATa helps you develop your business and 
when that business grows, both parties are happy. The company can help start-ups grow into mature 
well-established businesses, but has also proven to be a stable anchor point for transnational 
businesses expanding to the Thai market. ATa Services has strong French roots, but with clients from 
28 different nationalities, is nothing less than a fully-fledged international organisation. 

A

As mentioned before, ATa Services has a varying clientele, 
with a majority of Western-European clients, but a fair 
representation of Asiatic companies as well, with the 
Japanese being the front-runners. However, this composition 
is likely to vary a little in the future. With the current tensions 
in China, caused by the Hong Kong situation and the 
Sino-American trade-war, Mr. Guillossou mentioned that 
several companies from that region have already moved to 
Thailand with guidance from the one-stop service company. 

The clientele is not only diverse in terms of national backgrounds, 
but in different types and sizes of companies as well. Around 
50% of the clients are multinational companies and the 
other 50% is made up of SMEs, start-ups and freelancers 
such as consultants.This is why ATa Services offers 
tailor-made solutions to its clients. Although, according to 
Mr. Guillossou, most companies require roughly the same 
services. Of which the most prominent one is the PEO 
(Professional Employer Organisation) service, which 
allows companies to outsource the payroll, employee 
benefits and regulatory compliance of employees. This is 
especially useful when hiring foreign staff, as the client will 
not have to worry about the tedious VISA and work permit 
applications as much.

In general, no matter the nationality or type of organisation, 
Thailand is a fantastic hub for companies to establish their 
headquarters, in order to develop their business operations 
across the vast Asian continent. According to ATa’s CEO, the 
hub previously popular for Asia-oriented headquarters was 
Singapore. Whereas Thailand is now taking over as the 
preferred location, mostly due to lower costs and better 
accessibility to work permits. The only real rival to Thailand in 
this battle is Malaysia, but when one considers the geography, 
population, etc., it becomes clear that the Thai market offers 
better opportunities. All in all, Mr. Guillossou expects more 
and more organisations to move their practices to Thailand, 
especia l ly  due to the BOI’s  change to shareholder 
regulations; as it is now possible for a company in the 
country to have a 100% foreign shareholder ownership. 
“Thailand are doing a lot to be competitive.” He concluded.

ATa Services now owns two offices, one in the Bang Na 
Complex and the other on Rama IV in the Green Tower Building. 
In total this amounts to 2,000+ square meters of office space. 
The company started in Bang Na for a clear reason, as the 
CEO explained: “When I started working in Thailand, I saw 
myself travelling to and from the airport a lot. After a while, 
I started noticing that I was not the only one, many expats 
travelled to the airport regularly.” 

“At some point it also became clear that certain clients did 
not want to be located in the city center at all and thus 
preferred Bang Na, whereas other clients would definitely 
not move to Bang Na, as they think of it as the end of the 
world.” he continued.

This shows some of the logic behind one of ATa’s reasons 
for expanding to Rama IV: A lot of people that live and work in 
the central business district around Sukhumvit road, simply 
want an office closer to the city center. 

However the choice between locations is not what sets the 
company apart from its competitors. What makes the company 
unique is the complete package that they offer. Not only do 
they rent out office space, but they can provide any additional
services that a client requires. No complicated structures 
with multiple providers. The client only deals with ATa and all 
payments can be done through one single invoice. Additionally,
because the company provides many different services and 
does not have to rely on a sole source of income, it can price 
its services very competitively. “When a client needs an 
additional service, they tend to stay with ATa, because they 
simply cannot find a better price” Mr. Guillossou added.

Last, but certainly not least, ATa Services offers a special 
deal for members of the NTCC community. Any member can 
contact the company for a free audit of their business as well 
as enjoy a 5% discount on all services that ATa offers.
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“That is not to say that there aren’t travelers who really seek out 
sustainability as a decisive reason to book certain products.’’  
Instead the CEO mentions that it is proven that operating a 
business sustainably has a major, growing and lasting effect on 
customer satisfaction. As a result, satisfied clients mean more 
business. He closed his statements with: “So, it’s wrong to think 
that if you have sustainable products or operate in a responsible 
way, you will automatically be successfully riding a trend.  You 
still have to do everything else right as well.’’ 

Many of Khiri’s suppliers are SMEs:  transportation compa-
nies, cooking schools, privately-owned 
accommodations or local activity suppliers. 
Mr. Hoven reasoned that they prefer to
support smaller,often family-owned com-
panies,as they allow for more flexibility 
and are of higher quality. 

Khiri recommends all NTCC members to 
get out there, and explore Thailand and 
its beauty to enhance your understanding 
of the country and its people. If you need 
help with that, contact Khiri Travel.

Quality and Sustainability in Tourism: Khiri Travel

           hiri Travel, the quality-tourism company, was founded in 1993 and now has offices with 
          spe cialist-teams in Thailand, Myanmar, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, and Indochina. It is their mission 
to grow Khiri Travel into the leading brand in quality-tourism in Asia — and the champion of the triple 
bottom line: people, planet, and profit. The organization’s CEO, Herman Hoven, was kind enough to 
provide us with an insight into the company and its market.

K

To achieve their goals, the travel company uses a decentralized 
model, in which each country’s office is an expert in their 
destination. They devote the time, creativity, and energy 
required for continuous product development and refinement. 
Khiri Travel remains true to its promise as a product-driven 
company. 

The organisation is well-known for its efforts towards sustain-
able travel. When asked how the company manages to retain 
quality whilst focusing on sustainability the CEO answered:

 “We practice adhering to the Triple Bottom Line: People, Planet, 
and Profit. Without profitability, a company cannot exist and is not 
viable. Quality products are the lifeblood of any company, 
especially in the service industry. It’s a misconception that 
sustainable, responsible products require a dilution of the 
experience, quality, or comfort. It just means you really need to be 
detail-oriented. We think long and hard about our products and 
delivery to maintain our level of excellence.’’

Mr. Hoven does not think that the demand for sustainability 
in the tourism industry is at an impactful level. Comfort, 
location, and overall quality-experience remain the priority. 



Icon in the Heart of the City: The Boulevard Hotel Bangkok
           he Boulevard Hotel Bangkok has been a staple in the metropolis’ tourism sector for 30 years 
            and the Dutch General Manager of the hotel, Wouter Hazenbroek, is an expert in the region’s hospitality 
industry. This match creates the legendary accommodation that the Boulevard Hotel Bangkok is known for today.
T
The hotel is situated on the triple-A location of Sukhumvit Soi 5 
in the heart of Bangkok city centre. With the BTS Skytrain Nana 
within striking distance of the hotel, guests are only a couple of 
steps away from most of the tourist-attractions in the city. On top 
of this, the neighbourhood surrounding the Boulevard is a vibrant 
place that never sleeps. 

The iconic hotel is not only positioned perfectly for regular tourism, but 
for business trips (Sukhumvit), adult tourism (Nana & Soi Cowboy) and 
visitors of Bumrungrad Hospital as well.

Recently, the legendary hotel celebrated its 30th birthday with an 
enjoyable get-together, attended by a diverse group of people 
that filled almost the entire lobby. This lobby acts as the vital organ 
of the Hotel, by being open 24 hours a day, including its facilities: 
The Coffee Club, the reception desk and of course, the bar that 
never closes. “The lobby is always bustling with a diverse group of 
people and the atmosphere is a mix of relaxed, polite and fun at all 
times.” Mr. Hazenbroek added.

When asked about the changes in demand in Thailand’s hospitality 
industry over the recent years, the general manager, who also 
manages Park Plaza Sukhumvit Bangkok and City Lodge Bangkok, 
remarked: “The demand for quality and predicted personalisation 
is growing across the board, because, thanks to internet guests 
are better and differently informed then before”. 

For the Boulevard Hotel Bangkok, this is a great development, as 
they maintain high quality standards, which can easily be proven 
by looking at any website with reviews of the accommodation. 

“These quality standards are retained by focussing not only on 
the happiness of the guests, but by providing the employees 
with an excellent working environment as well.” said the GM.

Another way the hotel preserves high quality is by keeping the 
hotel secure and up-to-date. Mr. Hazenbroek mentioned that 
the hotel will undergo an extensive renovation in the future of 
which the swimming pool, Coffee Club and room locks have 
already been upgraded. This not only ensures quality, but also 
reinforces the modern and professional style of the building.

As indicated before, the Boulevard Hotel Bangkok is famous for 
its elegant and contemporary style. This image of the hotel is 
reflected perfectly by its website, which is the place to go for 
booking a room in the iconic building. The website employs a 
best price guarantee and numerous special offers and 
discounts. The special offer active at the moment entails that all 
guests booking on the website receive a free room upgrade as 
well as a free late check-out.

For more information or to enjoy the special offers, please visit 
www.boulevardbangkok.com
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Recent NTCC Events

NTCCAFE – CONRAD BANGKOK

On August 5th, we had a successful and enjoyable 
NTCCAFE gathering in the beautiful ‘’Diplomat Bar’’ at 
the Conrad Hotel in Bangkok.

This was a little taste-test of the Conrad Hotel, as they 
are the venue host for the NTCC GameChangers Business 
Awards as well, to be held on Friday 29 November!

NTCC members and friends also enjoyed the discounted 
beverages and Dutch style complimentary snacks: 
bitterballen, ham & cheese kroketten and kibbeling, 
kindly offered by Conrad Bangkok.

On Friday 14th of June, the NTCC together with her strategic partner BeLuThai organized a great networking 
opportunity on the Eastern Seaboard. This time around, the Alexa Beach Pattaya (previously known as Cafe 
del Mar) was chosen as the venue. This seaside restaurant on Jomtien Beach with sky view and relaxing 
atmosphere was ideal to connect and exchange business cards with our members and other bi-lateral 
partner chambers. As always, the business opportunities within the Eastern Economic Corridor were on the 
top of everyone’s mind with a welcoming Thai government embracing further investments in this growing 
area. Lastly, mark your diaries for the next NTCC Eastern Seaboard networking event taking place on Friday 
15th November at the newly opened Ana Anan Resort in Pattaya South.   

EASTERN SEABOARD NETWORKING BY NTCC & BELUTHAI

NTCCAFE – HOTEL INDIGO BANGKOK WIRELESS ROAD 

September 2nd was the date this year’s ninth edition of 
the NTCCafe. This time, we were back at the stylish 22 
Steps Bar in Hotel Indigo Bangkok Wireless Road, 
although the layout of the bar had been adjusted slightly.
  
The bar was not the only change; this NTCCafe was 
attended by quite some new faces and people that are 
not in the usual group of attendees.

Overall the get-together was casual and fun and the 
herring and bitterballen seemed very popular.
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Recent NTCC Events

More than 80 people joined the NTCC in Chang Mai, for the Make-it or Break-it talk and networking event, 
on the 6th of June. The event was hosted by the NTCC, together with Chiangmai&Co and AwareTechBytes 
(Aware Group). The whole event served as an interesting discussion on the business ecosystem in Chang 
Mai and how a business from this lovely city can grow into a national or even international company.

The speakers contributing to this conversation were: Kittichai (Jeng) Phiphatbunyarat, Co-Founder of 
Chiangmai&Co; Keng Hanwiriyaphan, Business Solutions Director at AwareGroup; Niels Ammerlaan, Managing 
Director of Mind Tools;  Tanawit (First) Tonekunya, CEO & Founder of Horganice. 

The NTCC would like to express its thanks to all the sponsors, speakers and everyone who attended and 
participated during the event!

CHANG MAI CONNECT BY NTCC – MAKE-IT or BREAK-IT

NTCCxTech AR/VR in Tourism

On Wednesday the 19th of June, we had a collective 
look at augmented and virtual reality, and the future 
opportunities that come with the technology. 

More than 40 people joined us on an exploration through 
the possibilities that AR/VR brings, whilst learning from 
experiences that leading organisations in the field have 
had with the technology.

The event was made possible by the NTCC, event partner 
Stenden Thailand, Spaces Empire Tower, Heineken 
0.0%, and all speakers and participants. Thank you all, 
for giving us a glimpse into the future.

CFO Dinner 

The 2nd CFO Dinner of the year was organised on the 3rd of 
September. This time held in the Board Room of the Oriental 
Residence Bangkok, who also provided the delicious meal.
 
The food was complimented with plenty of wine and interesting 
conversations on sustainability and finance. In total nine 
finance specialists from various organisations attended.

A special thank you is in order for Paul Flipse of KPMG for 
sponsoring the event. Overall, the CFO Dinner Talk was a 
great success. We look forward to the next edition of the 
event later this year.
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NTCC Nexus – Reconnect Cocktail

             n Wednesday 21st of August, the NTCC Nexus – Reconnect Cocktail was held. This event served  
             as an opportunity for people to reconnect with their peers after the summer vacation. The 
venue for this reconnect opportunity was The Okura Prestige Bangkok, or more specifically, the elegant and 
beautifully decorated ‘Sora Room’ on the 3rd floor of the building.  

O
On top of the event being a great networking and reconnecting opportunity, it was also used to showcase the present developments going 
on at the NTCC. The NTCC’s new logo and website were presented and most importantly, this year’s edition of Bangkok’s best business 
event, the GameChangers Business Awards 2019, was officially announced in the form of a gripping video.

The evening was opened by speeches from our Hans van den Born, Stefan van der Sluys; Mr. Niek Hammer, General Manager of The Okura 
Prestige Bangkok and H.E. Mr. Kees Rade, Ambassador of the Kingdom of the Netherlands. Hereafter, the networking commenced and the 
110 plus people were engaged in conversation and enjoying the drinks and snacks for the remainder of the evening.

Lastly, we would like to give our thanks to event sponsor Mazars Thailand and venue partner The Okura Prestige Bangkok, as without them, 
this event would not have been possible.
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NTCC GAMECHANGERS 
BUSINESS AWARDS 2019 

packages and prices 

P 
R 
E 
M 
I 
U 
M 

P 
A 
C 
K 
A 
G 
e 

 Table of 10 seats decorated in corporate colours and logo, including premium wines, 
beers, and soft drinks* 

 Corporate logo displayed, premium position on the main stage LED screen 
 Corporate logo and short/commercial message projected on spacious screens during 

the evening’s program 
 Large corporate logo printed on the menu 
 Corporate logo published in premium position within the NTCC quarterly 

‘Commerce’ Magazine 
 A special gift for you and your guests 
 10 additional tickets for the lucky draw 

 

G 
O 
L 
d 

NOVEMBER 29 
CONRAD BANGKOK 

P 
A 
C 
K 
A 
G 
e 

 Table of 10 seats decorated, diligently decorated with corporate logo, including 
premium wines, beers, and soft drinks 

 Corporate logo displayed, secondary position on the main stage LED screen 
 Small corporate logo printed on the menu 
 Corporate logo published in secondary position within the NTCC quarterly 

‘Commerce’ Magazine 

THB150,000 
Second table THB 50,000 

EXCL. VAT 

THB100,000 
Second table THB 40,000 

EXCL. VAT 

Standard 

tables 
10x SEATS 

THB 42,500 

per table 

Individual 

Seats 
INCL. VAT 

THB 3,900 

per seat 

MAKE YOUR 
BOOKINGS 

*Premium Package tables will be placed within proximity of stage and VIP table. 
Packages, tables and seats can be booked on the NTCC GameChangers Business Awards 2019 

Eventbank page. This can be accessed through www.ntccthailand.org.  

 

NTCC Business awards nominations 

The NTCC is proud to present its 21st Annual Business Awards under the official name NTCC 
GameChangers – Business Awards 2019 to be held on Friday, November 29th, 2019. This year, the 
auspicious awards is on the hunt for companies and entrepreneurs with Innovative DNA, those who ride 
waves driving corporate change, movers and shakers, trendsetters of the business ecosystem – the 
GameChangers!  

If you and your company are on a roll to become leaders of the game, captains of your industries; we 
challenge you to join us!  

We also welcome nominations of your clients and contacts whom you deem as GameChangers of  their 
respective industries. Nominate yourself on the Eventbank page, which can be accessed on the events 
page of our website. The nomination deadline has been extended to Friday, 18 October. 

“AgrI food INDUSTRY” 
Are you working to shape the face of the 
agri-food arena? Is R&D core to your 
company’s food innovation virtues? Food-
for-the-future – is this what you strive for? 
Live up to the challenge and submit for the 
Agri Food Industry section.  

 

“Service sector” 
Are you a leading service provider looking to 
take steps to the next level? – Be it hospitality, 
finance, logistics, healthcare, IT, education, 
marketing, and more – you’re part of the 
mix. We are calling the GameChangers of 
the Service Sector. 

 “INDUSTRY 4.0” 
IoT, Robotics, AI, 3D printers – have they 
become an integral part of your 
manufacturing processes? Is your Smart 
factory riding the waves of 4IR, balancing 
the need for human and machine learning? 
If this echoes what you do, nominate for the 
Industry 4.0 section of the awards. 

CALLING avid GameChangers shifting the face of… 

Deadline: Friday 18th Oct 

The jury consist of representatives from 

 NTCC board of directors 
 Deputy Ambassador of the Embassy of the 

Kingdom of the Netherlands 
 Expert from Sasin Center for Sustainability 

Management of Chulalongkorn University 
 Members of the National Innovation Agency 

(NIA) 

 

Selection Criteria 
The following selection criteria will be used 
by the jury to determine this year’s winners. 

 Innovation 
 Sustainability  
 Collaboration (bonus points for Dutch-

Thai synergy) 
 Overall business success 

 Impact 
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A value-adding enhancement to your Chamber membership

Established in 2011, at the time, as a consortium of sixteen 
business organisations and chambers of commerce in 
Thailand and Europe, the European Association for Business 
and Commerce in Thailand (EABC), aims to be the unified 
voice of the European business community in Thailand. Our 
main mission is to advocate member interests, to support 
European business in Thailand and to promote Thailand as 
an attractive partner for trade and investment. EABC has 
become an influential business community with a long-standing 
and strong relationship with the Royal Thai government and 
the European Delegation in Thailand. Both local and foreign 
authorities have recognized the EABC as a valuable and 
effective advocate for European business in Thailand.
  
EABCs membership is defined to include the European 
Economic Area which is the EU states, and four to five 
others. The scope would include the possibility of a post 
Brexit Great Britain, for example.

Netherlands-Thai Chamber participates in EABC in two ways:

•     Its members as members of EABC can be part of EABCs  
        Working Groups, including being elected a Working Group chair. 

•      Through being a member of EABC’s Advisory Council.
       EABC offers special rates to Netherlands-Thai Chamber   
       members. 

Advocacy is EABC’s core business. The 12 Working Groups 
and their chairs continue to be the focal points of EABC 
Advocacy. EABC aims to build consensus in the European 
Business Community by welcoming to its Working Groups 
EABC members who are also members of bilateral chambers. 
This provides a broader source pool of ideas, information 
and experience. New Working Groups can be made in cases 
of real interest where a chair is voted lead the effort.
 
Engagement with government agencies can be by small or 
larger group dialogues, written submissions, seminars and 
conferences. EABC does not make demands, but maintains 
respect through dialogue to achieve outcomes in the 
interest of the Thai economy and Thai-European trade and 
investment. The Working Groups represent a deep 
experience, knowhow and commitment to objectives. Being 
an EABC member offers:

•     Opportunity to join in any of the 12 EABC Working 
     Groups and contribute to Advocacy work; which can 
      enhance the chamber’s own advocacy interests.
•     Being part of building consensus in the European 
       business community in Thailand and influencing Thai policy    
      makers (Ministries and other government organizations)    
       through our advocacy Working Group through a wide base
•     Being part of a wider grouping with European business  
      rather than trying to advocate for outcomes on one’s own  
•     C r e a t e  d i r e c t  c o n t a c t s  w i t h  T h a i  G o v e r n m e n t 
      representatives as well as with top business decision 
      makers in Thailand and in Southeast Asia
•     Opportunity to be elected as Head of Working Group 
      and/or Board member of EABC
•     All standard company exposure benefits in EABC 
       communication materials and channels 

EABC is also a member of the EU-ASEAN Business Council 
and gains regional exposure through that relationship, 
including many regional visits and the annual conference, 
this year co-organized by EABC, in Bangkok in September

EABC Advisory Council comprises European chamber 
presidents and where there is no chamber, the head of an 
Embassy’s trade or investment section. It also includes the 
EU Delegation.  It meets twice per year.

It provides for better knowledge of EABC status, developments 
and activities by provide for closer understanding by 
Advisory Council members of advocacy work, initiatives and 
activities in policy advocacy, and fostering closer direct 
understanding by EABC advocacy champions of the policies 
and business issues of interest to chambers and European 
missions and provides guidance to EABC on bigger picture issues.

The Advisory Council does not replace the EABC Board, 
which along with the EABC Members’ meeting, are the 
decision-making organs of EABC.

Recent EABC and up-coming Activity 

•     Seminar  on  Fore ign  Bus iness  Act  and fore ign 
investment, with a published booklet
•     Co-organizing the regional ASEAN – EU Summit and 
       moderating the Digital panel
•     A networking evening for SMEs involving many chambers
•     Participating in various Intellectual Property events, 
      arranged by government and the EU, including a 
       conference on on-line responsibilities for IPR protection.
•     Engaging as a foundation partner 
•     Co-organising EU Business Avenues to SE Asia for 
       ICT SMEs (third year running)
•     Participating as speaker in various conferences and 
       seminars. 
•     Detailed recommendations on immigration (TM.30) 
      receiving front page exposure.
•     The annual and well regarded European Business 
       Position paper. 2019-2020 edition will be published in Q3 2019. 

What is EABC? 

EABC’s President, Mr. Jan 
Eriksson (who is also a Past 
President and now Vice 
President of the Thai-Swedish 
chamber) welcomes the 
engagement of members 
of the Netherlands-Thai 
Chamber, “Together we can 
do much in advocacy at the 
same time as benefiting 
and enhancing the value of 
community”.

For more information about EABC Membership please go to 
www.eabc-thailand.org  Tel: 02-2528751 ext. 109, or contact 
Membership Manager, Ms. Charanya Nopnukulvised
(members@eabc-thailand.org)



We’ve been to the moon and back. We’ve mapped every square inch of our planet
and yet there’s still so much more to discover. It’s a matter of seeing opportunities,
not obstacles. And then being flexible enough to roll with them. 
 
To find out how our global team can help you connect in over 40 countries, go to 
ingcb.com. 

World, here I come

Global network,
here I come

ING Commercial Banking
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The Sino-American trade war is one of the current economic 
developments impacting Thailand’s economy. In turn this 
affects AIRA, although it depends on the type of client and the 
nature of their business operations. 

The US-China trade war is likely to cause a shift in manufacturing 
capacities from China to the nearby regions of CLMV, 
Thailand and even Malaysia. On top of that, the Thai government 
announced the details of an incentive package to persuade 
foreign investors to relocate from China to Thailand. Export 
manufacturers in Thailand could therefore become attractive 
M&A targets for foreign companies wishing to shift production 
away from China. 

On the other hand, the strengthening in the Thai Baht is hurting 
companies which rely heavily on tourism and export based 
products. The strong Thai Baht and fears of a slowdown in 
global economic growth have also contributed to the present 
volatility of the Thai equity market. While not causing AIRA any 
major problems directly,  they do notice a decl ine in 
underwriting jobs due to companies postponing their IPO 
ambitions, remarked the Senior Vice President.

When asked for other recent trends in the financial services 
sector, Mr. Zwaard mentioned the increasing demand for 
financial advisory services as businesses in Thailand is 
becoming more sophisticated and the focus on transparency 
becomes more and more important, with the SEC actively 
pushing for better Corporate Governance as well. This is 
a positive trend for AIRA, as the demand for their services 
should increase. “However, we will need to exercise even 
more care in delivering our work as the punishment imposed 
by the authorities can be severe.” the Dutchman added.

What AIRA Advisory can mean for you

While our services are rather finance specific, we would 
welcome the opportunity to get in contact with NTCC members 
and provide our services to them, be it: financial advisory or 
even M&A.  Business owners who are considering a strategic 
sale or other forms of business alliance can get in touch with 
us. We can advise you throughout the entire transaction 
process – from setting up the initial internal plan on transaction 
strategy to the preparation, structuring and consummation of 
a transaction with the right partner.  As a Dutch myself, 
language is no barrier!

Looking at Thailand’s Financial Services Market

Peeking into the business Impact of current developments

             IRA Advisory Co., Ltd., registered as a Financial Advisor with the Ministry of Finance, kindly agreed 
            to provide us with an insight into their business and how it is affected by the current national 
and global economic developments. Senior Vice-President Joost Zwaard, was interviewed as a 
spokesperson for the company. 

A

For those unaware of what the 
c o m p a n y  o f f e r s  a n d  e n t a i l s , 
Mr. Zwaard briefly explained the 
core business. AIRA Advisory is a 
financial advisory company under 
the AIRA Capital Public Co., Ltd. 
group of companies. This is a financial 
services group with businesses in 
secur i t ies brokerage,  leasing, 
factoring, consumer finance (under 
A Money), financial advisory, asset 
management, venture capital and 
property development. Our team at 

AIRA Advisory assists corporations and business owners on 
various financial advisory needs, including strategic business 
sale & acquisitions (M&A), company valuations, independent 
f inancial  advisory, cash monitoring, fund raising and 
underwriting services. 
 
AIRA Advisory sees a great variety in clients, which is mainly due 
to the wide range of services offered. Business valuation 
services are typically required when a company is in the 
process of expansion through acquisitions and restructuring. 
“As part of their internal decision making process and meeting 
regulatory requirements, these companies often need to hire 
external advisors to provide an objective opinion on the 
transaction.” explained the Senior Vice President. In the case 
of M&A transactions, the typical client is a privately owned 
company looking to dispose their business. This could be for 
a number of reasons of which Mr. Zwaard highlights the lack 
of succession as one of the main motivations as well as reaping 
the benefits of the hard work in building the businesses.

Staying on the topic of M&A advisory, we inquired about the 
challenges that come with it. According to Mr. Zwaard, one 
of the biggest challenges is finding the right buyer at the right 
price for the transaction, “Think of it as a marriage” he said 
and continued with the metaphor:

“Finding a good partner to fit the expectations of both parties 
is often an enduring task.  So much work and time is required 
to manage the expectations before the two parties end up in 
a marriage.  Along the way, there can be so many factors that 
can crop up suddenly to derail the path to the altar!”

To optimize the chances of finding the right match, AIRA 
relies on an extensive network of contacts which represent 
potential buyers in a wide range of industries across Asia and 
Japan in particular. Other challenges during the process of 
selling a business include the limitations on foreign ownership 
in Thailand (acquiring companies often requires a majority 
shareholding for control and consolidation purposes), the risk 
that a selling company does not have all licenses and permits 
which are required to operate the business and as you would 
expect: changing market conditions.
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New corporate members

Septillion Co., Ltd. 
388/13-14 B-Avenue 
(Ratchaphruek-Charan13) 
Ratchaphruek Road, Bangwaek 
Phasicharoen Bangkok 10160 

T:   +66 (0)2 8652688
E:    b2b@septillion.co.th
W:  www.septillion.co.th

Milestone Logistics (Thai) Co., Ltd.
126/26 Soi Sukhumvit 63 
(Ekamai) Klongton-Nua, Wattana 
Bangkok 10110 

T:  +66 (0)2 3917562
E:  operations@milestonethai.co.th
W:  www.milestonethai.co.th

Vorawat Vadhanakovint 
Managing Director

Juri Falandt
 CEO

We build off our history as a one-stop solutions provider 
for 3D Printing Ecosystems and provide a wide range of 3D 
printers, equipment, consumables and accessories serving 
the needs of the Professional, the Consumer and the 
Prosumer.

Milestone Group is an independent logistics service provider 
with its headquarters in The Netherlands and subsidiaries in 
Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras and Thailand. The group 
provides services in the field of freight management and 
facilitating a “total supply chain” solution for global logistics. 
Milestone provides effective solutions through a global 
etwork with a focus on local customer requirements. 

The specialized business units of the Milestone Group are:
 
Milestone Logistics: Forwarder for sea freight and airfreight 
Milestone Fresh: Forwarder for temperature-controlled transport
Milestone Warehousing: Warehousing and distribution

Enza Zaden (Thailand) Limited
97/5 Home Place Story 2 Village, 
Moo 9, Banglane  Bangyai 
Nonthaburi 11140

T:   +66 (0)2 0845249
E:   v.petwal@enzazaden.com
W: www.enzazaden.com

Funeral Products B.V.
Industrieweg 10-12 
North Brabant 
The Netherlands Postal 5627 BS

T: +31 (0)4 02485060
E:   info@funeralproducts.nl
W:  www.funeralproducts.eu

Vaibhav Petwal 
 Business Manager 

Peter Biemans
CEO 

Breeding to feed the world. Enza Zaden is an internationally 
leading vegetable-breeding company. Our aim is to grant 
people anywhere in the world healthy, varied vegetables. As 
an independent family company we develop new varieties of 
more than 30 international and local vegetable crops. Among 
those crops are lettuce, tomatoes, sweet peppers, cucumber, 
radish and onion. The seeds of these vegetable varieties are 
produced and sold all over the world. By way of illustration: 
on a daily basis, 460 million people worldwide eat vegetables 
grown from our seeds.

Funeral Products delivers High quality remembrance items 
and software solutions throughout Europe for the funeral 
industry. By investing in new ideas and processes, we are 
able to develop our products and services. In addition to 
fashioning premium-quality products and new items, we 
advise our colleagues and partners on displaying their 
collections and all related services.

Together with our partners, we protect the local manufac-
turing environments. Because all our memorial products are 
manufactured under prime conditions, Funeral Products 
guarantees not only premium quality but a sustainable 
production as well. The aspects of responsible management 
can be found in different levels of our company. Creating and 
consolidating long-term relationships means that we can 
keep our promises and therefore create added value for all 
parties involved.
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New corporate members

New individual members

Italasia Trading (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
253, 30 Floor, Sukhumvit 21 
(Asoke) Klongtoeynua, Wattana 
Bangkok 10110  

T:   +66 (0)2 2617990
E:    Jean@italasiagroup.com
W:  www.italasiagroup.com

Umi Meder
Founder

Hy Digital
1106 Sukhumvit Road Prakanong 
Klongtoey 
Bangkok 10110

T: +66 (0) 62 6167161
E:  umi@hy-digital.com

Wouter van Kampen
Partner

Technical Translations and 
Writing Co.,Ltd.
V&P Apartments R 209 
111 Soi Sapsakorn, Sukhumvit 71 
Klongtan Nuea, Wattana 
Bangkok 10110
 
T: +66 (0) 2 3925818
E:  w.v.kampen@vertaal.com

Michel Rosmolen
Director

Geonoise Thailand Co., Ltd. 
555/147-148 Sukhapiban 5 
Ongoern Sai Mai 
Bangkok10220

T: +66 (0) 2 0035904
E: michel@geonoise.com

Joost Beijers
Co-Founder

TopTravelFoods 
11/308 The Base Park West 
Sukhumvit 77 Klong Toei 
Wattana Bangkok 10110

T: +66 (0) 64 8321043
E:  joost.beijers@toptravelfoods.com

Arty-Shock Asia 
Millennium Residences, Sukhumvit 
16 Khlong Toei, Khlong Toei 
Bangkok 10110  

T:   +66 80 779 6341
E:   karin@arty-shock.asia 
W:  www.arty-shock.asia

Jean Marie Vallee
Director Food & Beverage

Karin van Vliet
 Director

It has been over 57 years since the founder Mr. Othello 
Benedetti registered ITALA-SIA Thailand in 1962. The gateway 
from Italian imports has been opened. During the years 
ITALASIA has extended the services and product imported 
in Thailand until it has specialized in F&B and hotel supply.

ITALASIA TRADING supplies beverages imports for hospitality 
industry, B2B, private clients, events, wedding with exclusive 
selection of wines imported around the world, premium 
spirits, mixers, mineral water, coffee.

ITALASIA has inspired hundreds of dealers with passion to 
fulfill each client’s requirements and elevate product and 
service standard of international hotel & restaurant industry. 
You are more than welcome to visit our showroom in All Season 
Place, Park24, Silom Complex, River Side, Crystal Design, 
Mega Bangna, Asoke in Bangkok, Phuket, Samui Island, 
Chiang Mai, Hua Hin. Krabi and Pattaya branches.

At Arty-Shock, we love all things beautiful. And we firmly 
believe life shouldn’t be taken too seriously. So it’s our 
mission to bring joy to the world with our beautiful, quirky and 
fun works of art.

Paying homage to the Dutch Old Masters, we offer unique art 
with an Arty-Shock twist. Each piece is made-to-order and 
comes in a numbered, limited edition with a Certificate of 
Authentication. 

We currently offer three distinct collections: 
        •   Old Masters featuring our favourite artworks from 
             Rembrandt, Vermeer and Frans Hals to name a few. 
          •   Contrast Series combining the classic beauty of Dutch    
             Old Masterpieces with modern photography in stylish        
             black & white.
         •     Surreal Originals using the art of collage-gone-digital to 
             create beautiful, fantastic scenes for any (children’s) 
             bedroom. 

We offer corporate subscriptions which includes four artwork 
changes throughout the year. Brighten up your interior with 
these unique eye-catchers! Smiles, grins and smirks 
guaranteed. 
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Dutch SME Expands: Virtue Technology Co., Ltd. 

Precis ion engineer ing company and metal  parts 
manufacturer :  V i r tue  Technology  Co. ,  L td . ,  has 
recently taken delivery of their latest HAAS VF-2SS CNC 
machining center. The company is still located in the 
Ladkrabang Industrial Estate, close to the airport, in the 
export zone, enabling the company to maintain tax and 
import/export-benefits. The additional capacity allows the 
company, now with 36 Thai staff, to take on new clients 
and expand its production of high-volume metal parts.

The Malaysian affiliate Virtue Technology Sdn.Bhd. has 
also recently expanded their capability and capacity with 
a 5-axes DMG CMX-50U CNC machining center to cater 
for the increase in the more complex orders from Europe. 
Virtue Technology Penang focuses on the production of 
more precise and custom one-off orders while the 
manufacturing of the high-volume metal parts is done 
predominantly in Bangkok. With The expansion of the two 
factories Virtue Technology is ready to take their business 
to the next level.

For more information, check out their website 
www.virtue-technology.com

An industrial estate provides the infrastructure and support 
services that benefit a company. In addition, I believe being in 
an industrial estate gives a company better credibility. The 
industrial estate requires us to follow specific safety and 
environmental laws and regulations, whilst being ISO9001 
certified helps in doing international business as well. They 
are also very helpful in getting all the necessary paperwork 
done, for example business licenses and work-permits and 
visas for foreign staff.

Does your company’s recent expansion mean that the 
current Thai business climate is good for SMEs and why?

I cannot speak for the overall current Thai business climate, 
but for us, serving many different sectors such as Semicon-
ductor, Aerospace, Medical, Oil & Gas and Food industries, 
it is still good although we are also seeing a slight slowdown 
at the moment due to the global business climate.

In the 15 years of working at Virtue Technology have you 
seen the role of SMEs in the Thai economy change over the 
years? If so, how?

I think SMEs are the back-bone of any successful economy. 
For example the automotive industry here in Thailand, this 
has only grown into what it is today, because of the support 
of SMEs. The role of BOI in supporting SMEs in certain sectors 
with tax incentives is huge. Also the banks are more 
supportive towards SMEs with financing options nowadays.

What’s hot now is the new EEC-development, where Thailand 
aims to become an Aerospace hub for the region. Similar 
to the automotive growth over the last 25 years, it will be 
a challenge to get the trained/experienced labour etc., but 
the Government, BOI and current Multinationals present 
already, will surely make this a success. On top of this, we 
as Virtue Technology are already involved in supporting 
Aerospace and Energy production machinery parts and 
fixtures, so I see a bright future ahead.

With Virtue Technology 
being a successful SME, 
we asked Director Marco 
Belonje to share some of 
his thoughts on the SME 
landscape in Thailand 
over the recent years.

An industrial estate provides the infrastructure and 
support services that benefit a company. In addition, I believe 
being in an industrial estate gives a company better 
credibility. The industrial estate requires us to follow 
specific safety and environmental laws and regulations, 
whilst being ISO9001 certified helps in doing international 
business as well. They are also very helpful in getting all 
the necessary paperwork done, for example business 
licenses and work-permits and visas for foreign staff.

An employee operating 
the new 5-axes DMG 
CMX-50U CNC machine.

Did being located in the Ladkrabang Industrial Estate 
play a role in your company’s recent success and why?
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BANGKOK PATANA HOSTS PARENT/STAFF COURSE WITH RENOWNED 
SPEAKER DICK MOORE
Bangkok Patana School
 
Bangkok Patana School will be hosting a Parent/Staff course with renowned 
speaker Dick Moore on “Who Suggested That Being a Parent is Easy?” at the 
school on Monday, 7th November. This internationally recognised training 
programme provides information, tools and techniques to promote the mental 
and emotional well-being of young people and includes information on how 
to spot early signs of mental health problems in young people, how to protect 
them from harm, to recover faster and reduce the stigma of mental health 
problems.  Dick Moore embarked upon a mission to discover more about 
what makes young people tick and what he could or should have done during 
the challenging times! He has a passion for the mental and emotional health 
and wellbeing of young people and will be exploring how young people think, 
why adolescence is an especially vulnerable time and about common issues 
which can arise when the going gets tough. Finally, he will offer some 
tongue-in-cheek tips for parenthood.

ONE-STOP DESIGN BUILDS
N.S.L Construction Co., Ltd.
 
N.S.L. Construction Co., Ltd. was founded in 1998. Since 
then, we completed more than 100 factory projects of 
Japanese, European and American clients. Recently, 
we have completed TONTEC (Hong Kong) in Amata City 
Chonburi, Epta-IARP (Italy) in Cha-Am and Winterhalter 
(Germany) in Amata City Rayong. 

For One-Stop Design-Build, please call. Katsumi Ueda 
(General Manager): Office: 02-934-7215 or Mobile: 
091-779-0191 E-mail: ueda@nslcon.com, www.nslcon.
com

TAKING THE LEAD
RE/MAX Town & Country I Pattaya
 
RE/MAX Town & Country is a familiar face on the Eastern 
Seaboard’s property-scene. Active since 2003 in a highly 
competitive industry and yet again they’ve reached 
another milestone!

RE/MAX Town & Country is an independent branch of 
the RE/MAX global estate agency network that spreads 
across over 100 countries on six continents. Since 1973 
RE/MAX has evolved into an organization of more than 
110,000 Sales Associates operating in more than 7,000 
offices worldwide.

Last year RE/MAX Town & Country became MAIN-AGENT 
of the fastest growing lifestyle hospitality developer in 
Asia, offering secured hotel-licensed investments 
providing a sustainable passive income for investors 
worldwide. 

Within a short period of time Town & Country is rolling 
into a serious investment-network covering the Asia 
Pacific with now some 50+ RE/MAX offices and approx-
imately 300 agents under contract. “Sky is the limit”, for 
Dutch entrepreneur KC Cuijpers, director of RE/MAX 
Town & Country?

Member News
            rom new partnerships and new employees to expanding product ranges and sustainability   
            initiatives,our members have not been sitting idle in the past months. Read all their new 
developments in this NTCC member news section. If you have any news about your company you would
like to publish in the next Commerce magazine, please contact us at communications@ntccthailand.org

Surapong Loukulsant 

(Managing Director) (Top Right)

Katsumi Ueda (General Manager) (Left)

F

Dick has spoken at over 350 schools, universities, businesses and conferences both in the UK and overseas, includ-
ing Thailand, Singapore, Taiwan, Japan and Indonesia. He is an instructor for Mental Health First Aid, a trainer for the 
Charlie Waller Memorial Trust and has attended an ASIST course in suicide intervention. He gave a TEDx talk in April 
2015 and a Head Talk in 2018. He has also appeared on BBC Breakfast, BBC Radio 5 Live, various local BBC radio 
stations and ITN News with Mary Nightingale.

Not at all: “If all goesto 
plan weare looking to 
exclusively.contract 
another 175 offices with 
near 2,500 agents in 10 
differentcountries before 
end of this year”. 
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ENJOY “DRIZZLE DELIGHT” PACKAGE WITH 
BANYAN THE RESORT HUA HIN
Banyan Thailand, Hua Hin

LOCAL BUSINESSMAN RAISES FUNDS FOR PCF AT 
INDONESIA TRIATHLON
Philanthropy Connections Foundation

Member News

Banyan the Resort Hua Hin is the ideal holiday destination
for families, couples and golfers. We are pleased to 
offer a range of discounts and benefits with the launch 
of Banyan the Resort privilege card which is available 
to all guests that stay at Banyan the Resort during 
September and October.  
 
Ms. Thanida Ruengyot, Banyan the Resort’s Manager 
commented “We are delighted to offer our guests with 
an even more enjoyable experience. Our two-bedroom 
pool villas are perfect for families that will have all the 
comfort of feeling at home with the convenience of local 
attractions on our doorstep with extra added benefits 
and discounts”.  

Furthermore, Mr. Stacey Walton, Director of Banyan 
Group commented “We would l ike to take th is 

On the 25th of August, Stig Vinck of Stay in Chiang Mai 
real-estate Company participated in his first Ironman 
race in Bintan, Indonesia. The grueling Ironman 70.3 
triathlon consisted of 1.9 km open water swimming, 
90 km cycling and 21 km running. Along with 738 
participants, Stig crossed the finish line in 5 hours, 59 
minutes and 16 seconds, beating his personal goal by 
30 minutes. He used the event to raise funds for 
Philanthropy Connections, raising a total of 3,036 euro 
(102,750 Baht).

This is the second time Stig has used one of his sporting 
events to raise money for good causes, previously 
supporting us with funds raised on a 730 km bike ride 
from Chiang Mai to Bangkok in 2017.

For companies looking for a great way to get involved in 
making positive changes in the lives of people throughout 
Southeast Asia, partnering with Philanthropy Connections 
can be an excellent way to start. 

Please refer to www.philanthropyconnections.org or 
e-mail: info@philanthropyconnections.org 
for more information on the fundraiser or the 
Philanthropy Connections Foundations in general. Stig Vinck proudly poses with his medal.

occasion to thank our local business partners for a 
unique opportunity to provide our guests staying at 
Banyan the Resort with convenient access to use their 
world-class sports, leisure and dining facilities”.  

Enjoy your holiday in one of our spacious one-and 
two-bedroom resort vi l las and receive your VIP 
‘Banyan the Resort Privilege Card’ with many discounts 
and benefits.

For more information on the discounts or reservation, 
please refer to www.banyanthailand.com, 
e-mail: booking@banyanthailand.com
or call: +66 (0) 32 538 888 
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FUTUREADY, PART OF AEGON GROUP, IS A ONE 
STOP SHOP FOR ALL INSURANCE NEEDS
Aegon Insights Limited

Unilever Thai Trading Limited. 

FrieslandCampina (Thailand) PCL. 

Member News

How DemoPower helps Dutch brands 
win Thai consumers’ hearts

We are an insurance broker in Thailand providing Life 
and Non-Life Insurance products.  Our purpose is to 
help people achieve a lifetime of financial security, we 
make it our goal at Futuready to help customers 
understand and choose the most suitable products for 
their financial security.

As part of Aegon Group, our Dutch roots date back 
almost 200 years.  Today, we have operations in over 
20 countries including The United States where we are 
known as Transamerica.  Listed on the Amsterdam and 
New York stock exchanges, Aegon has A-level ratings 
from the three main credit rating agencies.

Knorr launched a new product in 2018 and hired DemoPower to let more than 1 million 

shoppers over 250 different locations to taste it. DemoPower offered a one-stop 

service in leading Super and Hypermarkets, Convenience Stores, Office Buildings, 

and Mass-Transit Stations. The campaign exceeded expectations, with roughly 1 in 3 

shoppers buying the new product.

During the same time, another Unilever brand “Seventh Generation”, asked DemoPower 

to deploy a weekend Product Demonstration campaign for their new detergent in 15 

Tops’ supermarkets. DemoPower received very positive feedback from shoppers 

about natural ingredients and scent.  Both numbers of trials and sales target exceeded 

the agreed target. 

Both campaigns, whilst very different were successful, achieving >100% sales uplift. 

We are already planning the next campaigns together.

Foremost Special Edition Chocolate Caramel and Chocolate Nutty Praline are a 

special edition product aimed at on-the-go drinking occasion. One of the locations 

DemoPower activated the brand was at the famous and incredibly crowded Jatuchak 

“JJ” Market. Our well-trained team of promoters engaged ten thousand of shoppers, 

giving away more than 30,000 samples per day.

We provide insurance to corporate, SME and retail 
customers.  We advise customers with wide range of 
products, such as motor and f leet motor, group 
employee benefits,  profession l iabi l i ty,  freight 
insurance, property insurance, health insurance, 
individual life products and more.

For any queries, Contact: 
Ekasak Tangsujaritpunt
Chief Business Development & Marketing Officer 
M: +668 1808 9449 
Email: ekasak.tangsujaritpunt@aegon.com  
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YAANA VENTURES’ ECOLODGES CELEBRATE TOP 
ACCOLADES
YAANA Ventures

EXQUISITE MEETING PACKAGE AT BANGKOK MAR-
RIOT HOTEL SUKHUMVIT
Bangkok Marriot Hotel Sukhumvit

Member News

Two of YAANA Ventures’ ecolodges were honored with 
top industry awards, and have been included in National 
Geographic Traveller UK’s invitation-only Earth Collection 
publication.

Anurak Community Lodge, located in Khao Sok National 
Park in southern Thailand, was awarded the 2019 SKAL 
Asian Area Award – Environmental Category. The 20-key 
ecolodge received the unanimous vote of the judges at 
the 48th SKAL Asia Congress in Bangalore 28-30 June.

Shortly after, Cardamom Tented Camp, located in Botum 
Sakor National Park in southwestern Cambodia, won the 
2019 PATA Gold Award for the Environment – Ecotourism 
Project category. The 2019 PATA Gold Awards Dinner 
and Award Presentation is scheduled to take place in 
Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan on Thursday, 19 September.

The Cambodian eco-lodge was also one of 15 global 
finalists in the World Travel & Tourism Council’s 2019 
Tourism for Tomorrow Awards in the Changemakers 
category.

Both Anurak Community Lodge and Cardamom Tented 
Camp have been included in National Geographic 
Traveller UK’s list of 36 eco-friendly hotels around the 
world that are leading by example in responsible tourism. 

The 68-page Earth Collection, which came out in the 
first week of August 2019, includes properties in 28 
destinations from all the world’s continents.

The hotel has 7 innovative meeting venues designed to 
inspire productivity, and dedicated conference services 
personnel on hand to support it. 

Make your event exceptional and unique with a special 
meeting at THB 1,200 per package per person. 

Minimum 10 persons per day include:

 •   Morning coffee break with Chef’s selection
 •   International Buffet lunch at 57TH Street 
                   restaurant
 •   Afternoon coffee break with Chef’s selection

Special Group Values at Bangkok Marriott  Hotel 
Sukhumvit

Experience top class meetings, our Event Team will take 
care of bringing your client’s vision to life.

Special Rates with breakfast and internet

          •   THB 4,200 net per room per night 
                    (single occupancy)
          •   THB 4,600 net per room per night 
                    (double occupancy)

Valid until December 20th, 2019.

Terms and conditions apply.
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